Evening Presentation Notice

Date: WEDNESDAY, April 22\textsuperscript{nd}, 2015
Time: 19:00
Location: Radio-Canada Montreal, Télécino hall
1400 René Lévesque Boulevard, Montréal
Parking via Papineau entrance (parking fee applies)

Organized by: Denis Bonneau (CEV)
Sponsored by: Spectra Logic and Aspera

Subject: Archiving technologies and the challenge of sending large files over the Internet

Archiving medias on IT tape technologies
• TO7 technology, its historical evolution
• T10K vs LTO7 vs TS1150
• The convergence of Object Storage, cloud APIs and LTFS open format.

The challenge of sending large files over the Internet or in/out the cloud:
• 101 course about the challenge of sending large files over Internet or to/from the cloud
• A presentation about the technology that exists to help sending files over the Internet
• A presentation about security, given today's environment. Just some good practices.

About our presenters:

Hossein ZiaShakeri is Senior Vice-President Business Development at Spectra Logic where he has been a key associate since 1984. Mr. ZiaShakeri is responsible for Spectra Logic's Business Development and Strategic Alliances. He is also a member of company's technology leadership team to maintain the company's leadership position in product innovation and business success. He has more than 30 years of experience in design, engineering and management of storage subsystems.

Jonathan Solomon is Senior Sales & Systems Engineer at Aspera, an IBM Company. With over 20 years of Television Broadcast Engineering experience, Jonathan joined Aspera in late 2014. Prior to joining Aspera, he was a Senior Engineering Project Manager with WWE where he oversaw the launch of the WWE OTT network, as well as a multi-million dollar state of the art facility upgrade.